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Continuing injustice with Owner of the Year
EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
@DRFHarness
Last week we learned that Marion Jean
Wellwood and Devin Keeling were the winners
of the 2016 Owner of the year Award issued by
USHWA. This left a bad taste in my mouth due
to the fact that the pair own only one horse,
albeit a Champion, in Triple Crown winner
and Trotter of the Year Marion Marauder.
I was left wondering, how is it possible to be
the top owner in the sport with but one horse?
What makes the winning pair stand out over
owners with multiple champions this year
like Christina Takter and Marvin Katz? Did
Wellwood and Keeling do something out of the
ordinary to warrant the award?
Clearly voters were compelled by the
‘Cinderella Story’ of Marion Marauder besting the big stables of Ron Burke (Southwind
Frank) and Jimmy Takter (Bar Hopping)
to capture many of the sport’s major trotting events including the Hambletonian. The
group behind Marion Marauder certainly
deserves credit for managing the horse nicely
and gets the most props from me for electing
to supplement to the Kentucky Futurity to
pursue the Triple Crown. That type of selflessness, similar to how George Teague, Jr put
up his cash to place Wiggle It Jiggleit into the
Breeders Crown this year against Always B
Miki, makes them worthy of at least being on
the ballot.
But that is just one side of the story. Facts
must play a major role in deciding who wins
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Devin Keeling and Marion Jean Wellwood
were all smiles after Marion Marauder
won the Hambletonian.

awards that have to do with on-track performance. Perhaps one of the main problems is
the lack of statistics provided to voters on the
top owners. When making selections for the
Eclipse awards on the Thoroughbred side,
voters can view the top owners ranked by
earnings, wins, Grade I wins and Graded wins.
No such statistical information is provided on
the Standardbred front. We are left with just a
bio of achievements as of late November.
The USTA graciously provided us some
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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First pacer in history to win three
consecutive races in sub 1:48:
Canadian Pacing Derby elimination (1:47.3)
Canadian Pacing Derby final (1:47.2)
Invitational at Mohegan Sun at
Pocono Downs (1:47.4)
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First-Crop yearlings in 2016
sold up to $120,000

First runners hit the track in 2017.
Book early (before Feb. 6) and receive discounted stud fee of $4,000.
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Rocknroll Hanover—Wichita Hanover
2017 FEE: $5,000

Wellwood/Keeling defeated Christina Takter by just 3 votes
CONTINUED from page 1

ownership data. Unfortunately the Top 150
list ranked by earnings is segregated by
ownership group rather than individual
owners, so it is very difficult to elicit which
individual owners topped the leaderboard
in 2016. Just considering the 150 on the list,
which includes any ownership group earning
more than $365,000, here are the owners with
earnings above $2.5 million:
Owner
Starters Earnings
Avg per horse
Burke Racing
214
$12,856,945 $60,079
Weaver Bruscemi 157
$5,830,436 $37,136
Christina Takter 9
$3,749,993 $416,665
Marvin Katz
10
$3,708,301 $370,830
Al Libfeld
9
$3,060,623 $340,069
Robert Key
102
$2,772,404 $27,180
J&T Silva
15
$2,631,620 $175,441
Tom Hill
12
$2,510,529 $209,210
While Burke Racing Stable dominates in
total earnings, it is plain to see that Takter
and Katz have a huge edge in average earnings per horse. One name you don’t see
posted is Wellwood and Keeling, who come in
at $1,484,532 from their one starter.
The way voting works for top owner is that
each chapter makes nominations and three
are placed on the ballot. If more than three
are nominated, Past Presidents and Officers
must reduce the number via a vote. There
were three owners on the ballot in 2016—Ed
Mullinax, Christina Takter and Marion Jean

returned for the human awards from 212
eligible voters versus 155 of 198 on the equine
side. One of the differences in the totals (212
vs. 198) is because some USHWANs have lost
their right to vote for equine awards and
have not requested reinstatement. Perhaps
everyone casting votes on the equine side
should be forced to include human choices or
their entire ballot will be void. That should
increase participation.
With respect to Christina Takter, I truly
believe that she is hurt by the success of
her Hall of Fame husband, trainer Jimmy
Takter. I also believe many writers think she
has won it already and they want to look for
a ‘fresh’ face.
It is without a doubt one of the biggest
injustices that Christina Takter has yet to
win Owner of the Year. She typically owns
multiple year-end award winners, multiple
Breeders crown winners and has won the
Hambletonian on more than one occasion.
She invests huge amounts of money in the
sport every year, attends more stakes races
at varied tracks than any owner in the sport,
and also works in the barn keeping the books
for the Takter stable.
I’m not saying that the “little guy” doesn’t
deserve a chance to win an award, but I
just can’t justify the top owner in the sport
owning one horse. Tell me they own one star
and one or two other minor stakes winners
and maybe I can get on board. But one horse?
I’m sorry, I just don’t see it.

Wellwood/Devin Keeling. Marvin Katz/Al
Libfeld and Howard Taylor were the other
owners nominated, each by one chapter.
Interestingly enough, the combination of
Wellwood/Keeling were nominated only by
the Keystone Chapter and Mulliniax by Ohio,
while Takter was thought worthy by Delaware Valley, Florida, Monticello-Goshen,
New Jersey, New York City and Upstate New
York.
So, since according to my math six is
greater than one, how is it possible that
Takter failed to come out ahead? The only
logical answer I can come up with is that the
participation at the chapter level for nominations must be low and not truly represent the
feelings of individual members. Along those
lines, I freely admit that I didn’t argue for
Yannick Gingras to be the driving nominee
of our chapter and just went along with Scott
Zeron. If I would have known that Gingras
would have been completely left off the ballot,
I would have argued a case for him. He led the
nation in earnings and should have at least
been eligible to win the award.
Getting back to the Owners category, after
much prodding, USHWA did finally release
totals for the award and as you can see the
vote was very close: Marion Jean Wellwood /
Devin Keeling (50), Christina Takter (47), Ed
Mullinax (31).
A very interesting aspect of the voting,
and perhaps something that needs to be
addressed, is that only 128 ballots were
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Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
Breeders Crown starters Huntsville, Walner
By Derick Giwner
From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian
and top pacing events like the North America
Cup and Meadowlands Pace is a dream come
true.
“I did have American Jewel and Heston Blue
Chip at 2,” said Tetrick, recalling the top filly
pacer and colt, respectively. “They were both
really good and ended up being really good at
3, but these are my top two that I’ve had so far.”
Tetrick is no stranger to driving champion 2-year-old colt pacers. In 2012 he guided

Advertise your stallion
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Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.
Huntsville may have a way to go before being
mentioned in conversations with Captaintreacherous, but for Tetrick, he’s on the right
path.
“He’s close,” said Tetrick on how Huntsville compares to Captaintreacherous. “You
can’t knock Captain because he won everything. This horse hasn’t done it yet in his early

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
at dgiwner@drf.com or 212-366-7709.
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holiday season
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Recapping an interesting and profitable year
CONFESSIONS
By Keith Gisser
It’s been an interesting harness racing
year for me, perhaps the most interesting
since moving away from my full-time participation in the business in 2011. I managed to
put Captaintreacherous back in training
by starting a viral Internet rumor; totally
missed the boat on a Horse of the Year
prediction; and actually made some money
at the windows, despite seeing fewer races
than usual.
I attended about 15 full cards of racing,
mostly at Northfield, and got to see some
great horses compete. While the obvious
advantage of slots at racetracks is bigger
purses, a major advantage that tracks need
to exploit is that those large purses in big
races draw big names. Wiggle It Jiggleit
remained undefeated at the Route Eight
oval, with his 2016 Battle of Lake Erie win
over All Bets Off and Freaky Feet Pete. He
also won last year’s Carl Milstein Memorial
for sophomore pacers. As has become the
norm, a huge crowd was in attendance and
a festive atmosphere took hold at Northfield
that night. Let’s hope he stays healthy and
continues to race at a top level in 2017.
I also got to see Obrigado win the $180,000
Cleveland Trotting Classic at Northfield.
And, had I chosen to, I could have driven just
a few hours to see Horse of the Year Always
B Miki, who raced in Ohio twice, at Scioto
Downs and at Dayton. Slots have allowed
Ohio’s racetracks to bring in top performers
at least a few times a year, and while those
of you who live in the shadow of the New
Jersey Turnpike Exit 16W signs may laugh,

since you get to see plenty of great horses all
the time at The Meadowlands, for those of us
in flyover country, it’s all good.
I also saw full cards at Scioto Downs,
Tioga Downs, Vernon Downs and Running
Aces, wagered on a few other full cards
via computer and watched and wagered
on a number of specific races throughout
the year, including several Miki-Wiggle It
matchups and the Hambletonian. My tally
for the year was about $5,500 wagered and a
profit of about $925. I’ll take it.
The Captaintreacherous fiasco has been
detailed before, but some people simply
won’t let me live it down, so I will share one
of my favorite Abraham Lincoln quotes and
leave it at that. As Lincoln famously said,
“Don’t believe everything you read on the
Internet.”
And while you should not believe everything you read on the Internet, the success of
the Harness Racing FanZone and podcasts
Post Time with Mike and Mike and The
Trotcast with Ryan Macedonio, continue
to give our sport a fresher face than it has
had in the past. While these shows are sometimes irreverent, they are never irrelevant
and I hope the powers that be in our sport
are listening to these relatively upbeat and
modern opinions.
As we continue to look back at 2016, our
esteemed editor, Mr. Giwner has asked me
not to discuss the Horse of the Year or Divisional honors, but I strongly feel that when
a pundit is as wrong as he was about his
prediction as I was, it needs to be addressed.
Not only did Marion Marauder surprisingly
(to me) beat out my Horse of the year pick
Hannelore Hanover for Trotter of the Year
in a super-close vote (73-72), but the Always
B Miki – Wiggle It Jiggleit battle on the
pacing side was not as close as I predicted.
So, on the trotting side, it does not all come
down to the Breeders Crown, and the Triple

USTA/Mark Hall

Wiggle It Jiggleit remained unbeaten at
Northfield Park by winning both of his
stakes assignments in 2016.

Crown, apparently, still means something
to the voters, if not as much to the public.
Maybe those voters, many of them media
types who hold a great deal of sway in the
industry, can start pushing the Hambletonian, Kentucky Futurity and Yonkers Trot
and help make the Triple Crown great again.
I do think, despite numerous attempts to
persuade me otherwise, that USHWA made
a mistake sending out the notice of Resolve’s
positive test to voters, and to give them a
chance to change their vote. I understand
there was nothing nefarious but about the
notification, but it still gives the appearance that USHWA does not trust its voters
to do their due diligence. I was aware of
the positive and I think most responsible
voters were too. Several talented writers
who I deeply respect have tried to persuade
me that this is acceptable (btw, I was voting
for Obrigado even before the positive), but I
simply disagree.
That’s it for now. Best wishes for a happy,
healthy and prosperous 2017. Now go cash.

A clear-cut bias towards the underdog
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
Racing on so many fronts is a battle of favorites versus underdogs.
Down to the last days of the year there is still
dispute over which one is more worthy than
the other.
At least that’s the general feel I get when
analyzing some human year-end honors that
have been announced. That Marion Wellwood
and Devin Keeling captured “Owner of the
Year” has caught many with legitimate opinions off guard as the pair of owners achieved
success with one significant horse, that being
Triple Crown winner Marion Marauder.
On the “how could?” side of the argument,
points are being made about the breadth
of success achieved by many other notable
owners, not the least of which is Christina
Takter, herself associated with numerous
champions across a wider spectrum of the
sport’s individual classes.
The deeper discussion needs to be had when
you consider the options and the results,
essentially what becomes of a decision when
humans of varying biases put their stamp on
a selection?
As a writer and confirmed longshot advocate, there are simply more angles involved in
the equation. Longshot players need to think a
bit differently as they attempt to give consideration to horses with less chance of winning.
Writers have the responsibility of reporting
the facts and very often that leads to repetitive stories when the same horses or the same
people find themselves in the winner’s circle
with regularity.
The bias towards underdogs turns even
greater when one wants to make the case
that those trainers and drivers which always
control the “cream of the crop” succeed mostly
based on the numbers they deal with. Whether
looking at the extraordinary depth of the Burke
stable and how it rewards drivers like Yannick
Gingras with a bevy of talented and often
favored horses, or that of the Jimmy Takter
stable, where a long list of rich and powerful
owners often team up at the annual auction to
give Takter only the finest-bred most attractive
yearlings to start his winters every year.
At the same time, that “hidden” bias among
writers that steers them away from Burke and
Takter and their connections is notable when
you ignore their accomplishments strictly
based on the numbers argument.
From a writers perspective, it is always more
fascinating to find the story behind the one-ofa-kind owner or trainer that stumbled on to a
good thing and rode it to glory. I use the word
stumbled to point out the bias that just happens
to exist when analyzing the odds of achievement. It’s human nature to believe the small
have to have an extraordinary amount of luck

to make it big. While luck plays a role in pretty
much all of life, it is imperative that those starting with a smaller base of operation need to
extract continuous luck in order to reach their
desired goal. Those in the Burke and Takter
camp can afford to have some misses along the
way and still reach the top with their second or
third options. In the case of those two premier
trainers, they are constantly barraged with
opportunity to train already gifted talent,
either by owners moving horses or the trainers
themselves acquiring new ones via purchase.
Indeed, in a sport where so many people work
so hard on a day-to-day basis to reach milestones, being rewarded in some way by your
peers at the end of the year has great meaning.
Yet as we look around at the results of these
races, bias of one sort or another appears to
have been interjected into decisions and in so
it almost changes the actual definition of some
of the awards.
I often look for the story of the small-time
owner or trainer that finds the diamond in
the rough because I believe it is more appealing from a broader sense. At the same time, I
believe those tales often offer some form of
hope to those with similar connections that
their hard work can pay off as well if they
remain committed.
We can argue about getting it right and
perhaps some biases were stretched at the end
of 2016 to make certain people fit categories
and even win categories where percentages
and total earnings were pretty much left out of
the final equation. At the same time, we must
understand the inherent bias we all come to the
table with.
It should not be lost to any of us that in a year
that saw two other major votes defy odds, as
England moves in a new direction and America finds its first Reality star moving into the
Oval Office, that there are others out there
betting and voting against the favorites.
That the underdog in the American election
was part of a “populist” movement suggests
there are more people than we think looking to
go against the favorite.
There is no right and wrong when voices are
choosing sides. Opinions are here to stay and
those who saw Mrs. Wellwood and her grandson capture the Owner of the Year award as an
affirmation of a great storyline are likely on
the side that roots for the small guy.
Our own reality in the standardbred sport
is that the horses are what matter most and at
years end there was no dispute when Always B
Miki became our Horse of the Year.
Already a very good horse, Jimmy Takter
and his stable made Always B Miki into a great
one and that is no small feat. The horse himself
was an underdog in that he overcame so many
physical obstacles along the way. We sometimes take it for granted after the fact because
it looks so easy when horses of this caliber go
on the track and do what they do. To those who
work hard each day caring for a small group
or a big group of horses the rewards come on
raceday.
Whether favorite or underdog what happens
on the racetrack stands above all opinion.

Random thoughts to
finish off the year
EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
@DRFHarness
I’ve been meaning to touch on a few
varied topics that caught my eye in
recent weeks. Here it goes . . .
Despite 20-plus years working in this
sport, the decisions made by some Judges
still consistently boggle my mind. I was
left in awe as a decision was made to ban
wagering on all horses starting from
posts five and six on Friday, December
16 at Saratoga Raceway. The reasoning was that smoke from the starting
car’s exhaust was providing an unfair
disadvantage to those horses at the start
of the races. Well, I could have shown
you multiple tracks on that same night
where the exhaust was providing a similar smoke screen and those horses were
live for wagering. I’m not quite sure why
any action taken by the Judges couldn’t
have been on a case-by-case basis if they
noticed something amiss.
What happens to all the trainers who
have been banned from The Meadowlands during this break when Yonkers
and Philly are shuttered? I guess vacation time?
With Tom Milici, one of the leading conditioners at Yonkers Raceway,
getting suspended for 60 days, where do
all of his horses go now? I did notice some
of his horses under new ownership.
Isn’t it amazing how every December when competition between tracks
is decreased the handle at the remaining tracks increases? Do you think that
means we are offering too many signals
at the same time?
With Always B Miki, Betting Line and
Racing Hill retired, plus Freaky Feet
Pete having to come back from injury,
who is left to challenge Wiggle It Jiggleit
in the older pacing categroy for 2017?
At least on paper, as a horse that never
throws in a bad race, he could be in line
to have a year for the ages.
As much as the matchup between
Huntsville and Downbytheseaside is
intriguing, what I really want to see
is Hannelore Hanover versus Mission
Brief. Here’s hoping Mission Brief is
back at full strength in 2017.
If I can be permitted one New Year’s
wish, it would be to see Bold Eagle and
maybe another top trotter come to North
America for the Yonkers International
and perhaps another start or two. Nothing brings excitement to the sport like a
new face.
Finally, I want to wish everyone in the
Harness Racing community a happy,
healthy and propsperous New Year.

